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A duality theory is developed for multistage convex stochastic programming 
problems whose decision (or recourse) functions can be approximated by 
continuous functions satisfying the same constraints. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for optimality are obtained in terms of the existence of multipliers in 
the class of regular Bore1 measures on the underlying probability space, these 
being decomposable, of course, into absolutely continuous and singular com- 
ponents with respect to the given probability measure. This provides an 
alternative to the approach where the multipliers are elements of the dual of Ypm 
with an analogous decomposition. However, besides the existence of strictly 
feasible solutions, special regularity conditions are required, such as the 
“laminarity” of the probability measure, a property introduced in an earlier 
paper. These are crucial in ensuring that the minimum in the optimization 
problem can indeed be approached by continuous functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a stochastic programming problem, decisions must be taken in discrete 
time in response to the progressive observations of certain random variables, 
and in such a way as to minimize an overall expected cost subject to various 
constraints. In stage K, where K = I,..., N, there is an W-valued random 
variable & to be observed and a decision vector xlc in R”* to be determined. Let 
E = (5, ,***, [N) E R”’ x .., x RVN = R > 
x = (x1 ,..., xN) E R”l x ‘.. x RnN =- R”. 
The distribution of 6 is assumed to be given by a known (regular Borel) pro- 
bability measure o on a Bore1 subset S of RV. The type of decision structure 
that is of interest is represented by a function x: S- R”, called a recourse 
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function (or in other contexts a decision rule, policy, or program), which is 
nonanticipative in the sense that ~~(6) depends only on f1 ,..., tk and not on 
f flv: *+1 ,.-*> 
x(f) = (X1(fl;>, x2(51 Y f,),..., Xiv(fl Ye.*, fN)). 
In the present paper we treat constriants of the form 
x(f) E X and f&L ++)) d 0 for i = l,..., m and f E 8, 




(a) X is a nonempty convex subset of Rn, and each fi for i = 0, I,..., m is a 
real-valued function on B x X such that fi([, x) is convex in x for every f. 
For reasons explained below, we also make the following topological restric- 
tions: 
(b) S is compact and is the support of u (i.e., the smallest closed set of full 
u-measure); 
(c) X is compact with nonempty interior, 
(d) fi is continuous on E x X for i = 0, l,..., m. 
The continuity in (d) ensures in particular thatfi(& x(Q) is a bounded, Borel- 
measurable function of 6 whenever x(f) is a bounded, Bore1 measurable func- 
tion of f. Furthermore, since X is bounded, only recourse functions x which are 
bounded will be needed. 
Let JV denote the linear space consisting of all bounded, Bore1 measurable 
functions x* . E -+ Rn which are nonanticipative. The basic problem we study 
here is 
minimize the functional (1.2) over all 
x E J’- satisfying the constraints (1.1). 
03 
Note from the preceding remarks that the expected cost (1.2) is well defined. 
Furthermore, the functional @ is convex, and it is to be minimized over a convex 
set. Our aim is to characterize the optimal solutions to (P) in terms of Lagrange 
multipliers of some sort for the inequality constraints. 
A problem closely related to (P) is: 
minimize the functional (1.2) over all x E JV” 
satisfying the constraints (I .l) almost surely, 
(P-4 
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i.e., except perhaps for [ in a subset of B of measure zero with respect to u. 
This can be regarded as a problem on the Banach space ZTSe = dpcU(E, 9, u) 
(9 = Bore1 field on E), with A’- replaced by the subspace Jv& of Yn” comprised 
of the functions equivalent to functions in JV. 
In a series of papers [l-6], we have investigated Lagrange multipliers for 
(P=), paying particular attention to the two-stage case. We have shown, roughly 
speaking, that if at each stage one can make decisions without worrying about 
the possibility that certain future outcomes of the random variables might leave 
one with no feasible recourse, then multiplier functions yi for the constraints 
fi(f, ~(5)) < 0 could be obtained under a “strict feasibility” assumption as 
elements of 9l = JF(E, 9, u). In general, however, the best one could hope 
for would be multipliers as elements of the dual space (9”“)*, each of which 
could be identified with a pair consisting of a function yi E o%l and a certain 
“singular” component yiO. 
Here we present an alternative approach in which singular multipliers in 
(9”)” are avoided, yet no nonanticipativity condition on the dynamic behavior 
of the constraints is introduced. The multipliers appear instead as regular Bore1 
measures pi on 8, and these can be decomposed in the classical way into an 
absolutely continuous part with respect to (J and a singular part. 
This approach, which was sketched in [7], depends on topological assump- 
tions beyond those needed in our earlier treatment of (P%), not only the condi- 
tions on E, X, andfi introduced above, but also a certain property of (T. The 
reason is that we need to work simultaneously with (P), (Pr) and still another 
problem : 
minimize the functional (1.2) over all 
x E NC satisfying the constraints (1. l), 
PC) 
where .N,, consists of all the continuous nonanticipative functions x: 3 ---f R71. 
Obviously, one always has 
inf(P,) < inf(P) < inf(P,), (1.3) 
but without further assumptions on (J both inequalities in (1.3) may be strict, 
as demonstrated by counterexamples in [8]. It is essential to our approach here 
that equality hold throughout (1.3), because we gain our result for (P) by 
a marriage of an Z1-multiplier duality theory for (Pm) and a measure-multiplier 
duality theory for (PC). 
The further condition to be imposed on G was developed in [8] with the present 
application in mind. We assume that 
(e) the probability measure u is laminary 
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in the following sense. For any S C RY and index k, 1 < k < N, let 
Sk = projection of S on R’l x *-* x Rvk 
The conditions for o to be “laminary” are that 
(1) the multifunction fl,& - is lower semicontinuous relative to Ek (hence 
actually continuous, since S is compact), and 
(2) whenever S is a Bore1 subset of S with a(S) = d(E) = I such that 
Sk is also a Bore1 set in 31c, then (Iks(fI ,..., fk) is dense in flks(tr ,..., tk) for 
almost every (tr ,..., fk) in Sk (with respect to the projection of a on Ek). 
This assumption on u is satisfied, for example, if u can be expressed as 
where uk is a regular probability measure on RYk with compact support urk 9 
and the function p is positive on EI x ... x 8, . Trivially, it is also satisfied if u 
is discrete (E then being a finite set). 
Under the foregoing assumptions and a constraint qualification (“strict 
feasibility” of (P,)), we obtain not only a characterization of optimal solutions 
to (P) in terms of “measure” multipliers, but also the existence of such optimal 
solutions and the assurance that they can be “approximated” by continuous 
recourse functions. 
Restricting recourse functions to any specific class of functions always pre- 
cludes a certain amount of generality. This is certainly the case if we demand 
that the recourse functions belong to V?,, , the space of Rn-valued continuous 
functions, but also if they must belong to -rP, P the space of Rn-valued functions , 
that arep-summable, for 1 < p < co. The spaces V, and 6p,” have the distinct 
advantage of providing a more natural avenue to the derivation of necessary 
conditions for optimality. This might possibly be carried out for problems 
formulated in -LP,I’-spaces, 2 < p < co, but it would certainly entail numerous 
refinements of the theory now available for multistage programs formulated in 
5@-spaces [9-l 11. The fact that we are able to show the essential equivalence 
of (P,) and (PC) with (P) under the above assumptions should therefore be 
regarded as one of the chief strengths of the present approach. 
Although (PC) is introduced here largely as an adjunct to the study of (P), it 
is noteworthy that, for large classes of stochastic programming problems, 
requiring the recourse functions to be in V, does not actually engender any 
additional restriction. Typically, these are stochastic programs whose optimal 
solution, if it exists, is automatically in %‘n . A number of such problems have 
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been identified in connection with the study of optimal decision rules; cf. [12- 
141. Moreover, in a number of pratical problems, there might be an a priori 
specification of the class of acceptable recourse functions such as linear or 
continuous and piecewise linear, etc. Such a restricted class nearly always 
turns out to be a certain subspace of %‘*; see, for example, [15-171. 
Further motivation for studying (PC) and its relation to (P) and (P,) lies 
in the area of computation. The possibility of approaching optimal recourse 
functions by continuous ones is likely to be important numerically, especially 
in algorithms based on discretization. 
The equivalence of (P) and (PJ, also reassuring for computational purposes, 
has previously been demonstrated for multistage “linear” stochastic program- 
ming problems satisfying rather weak regularity conditions [18, Proposition 
4.81 and in abstract settings in [8, 191. This turns out to be a minimal property 
for the actual derivation of the induced constraints when relatively complete 
recourse is not available [20, Sects. 4 and 51. 
2. LACRANGIAN FUNCTION AND DUAL PROBLEM 
Let A! denote the linear space consisting of all p-valued Bore1 measures 
p = (pi ,..., p,,) on 9, and let 
Let 
?E = {x E N/ x(t) E X for all 5 E E>. 
Obviously Z” and 9 are convex. We define the Lagrangian L on JV x A by 
L(x, P) = 1 [.fo(5, x(4)) a(a) + f&5 40) P&a3 + *.. + f&, 43) Ad41 .= 
if XE.F and p E.Y, 
00 if XE.2, but P#.Y, 
=_ +a if x6$x. (2.1) 
Since for i = 0 ,..., m, fi(f, x(t)) is a bounded, Bore1 measurable function of 
[ E 9 when x E 2, it is clear that L is well defined and finite on 3 x 9 with 
L(x, p) convex in x and concave in p. 
It is elementary that 
sup -w P) = Q(x) in (1.2) if x satisfies (l.l), 
PE”M (2.2) 
==+oO otherwise, 
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and hence 
inf(P) = inf sup L&y). 
XPJV PP”& 
(2.3) 
Accordingly, we take the dual of (P) to be the problem 
maximize g(p) over all p E JZZ, m 
where 
R(P) = x$J-w, P)* (2.4) 
Let &‘r denote the subspace of d consisting of the measures which are 
absolutely continuous with respect to the underlying probability u. For 
P = (Pl ,..., Pm) B 0 in .Mr and x ES, we can express L in terms of the Radon- 
Nikodym derivatives yi = dp,ldo by 
fo(f, x(E)> + f YdOfi(t, 40) 
i=l 
(2.5) 
Note that the multiplier functions yi then belong to 3. This provides a con- 
nection to the theory in [l-6]. For general p E 9, we have a decomposition 
P(d5) = r(4) 4@) + d&7, 
where q is singular with respect to u, and the expression (2.5) is thus augmented 
by a singular term 
We need to study the relationship between (D) and the problem 
maximize g(p) in (2.4) over all p E &?r . 
Clearly, 
sup(D,) < sup(D) < inf(P). (2.6) 
We say that (P) is strictly feasible if there exist 2 E JV and E > 0 such that 
W) E X and fi(S, W) < --E for i = I,..., m andall (ES’, (2.7) 
where B is the closed unit ball of RR”. Similarly, (PC) is strictly feasible if this 
condition holds for some ji: E JrT, . If it merely holds almost surely for some 
f E Jlr, we say that (Pm) is strictly feasible and (P) is essentially strictly feasible. 
Our main result may now be stated. 
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THEOREM 1. Assume, in addition to conditions (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of 
Section I, that (P) is essentially strictly feasible. Then 
min(P) = max(D) = min(P,) = inf(P,) = sup(D,). (2.8) 
In particular, (P) has at least one optimal solution f and (D) has at least one optimal 
solution p, and the pairs (x, p) consisting of such solutions are precisely the saddle 
points of the Lagrangian L with respect to Jtr x ~2’ (OY equivalently, with respect 
to .T x 9). 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
The proof of Theorem 1 uses general duality (and minimax) theory in con- 
junction with a special result about continuous and measurable selections in the 
context of “feasible” nonanticipative recourse x: E - R”. This result, which we 
proved in [8], makes its appearance here in the following form. 
PROPOSITION 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the problem (PC) is 
strictly feasible and 
min(P) = min(P,) = inf(P,). (3.1) 
In fact, any feasible solution to (Pm) can be modified on a set of measure zero with 
respect to u to obtain a feasible solution x to (P), and this can in turn be approximated 
by feasible solutions to (PC), in the sense that for any 6 > 0 there exists a feasible 
solution x’ to (PC) such that 
u((f E 8 i 13 < ) X(4) - X’(f)!}) < 6. (3.2) 
Proof. Define the multifunction D: B + R” and the function f: 8 x X-+ 
R u {+a) by 
D(t) = {X E R” / x E X and fi(S, x) < 0 for i = l,..., m}, (3.3) 
.f(t, 4 ==fd5, x> if x E D(5), 
=+cc if x $ W). 
(3.4) 
Assumptions (a), (b), (c), and (d) implyfis a lower semicontinuous function on 
S x R”, such that f ([, x) is convex in x and uniformly bounded on the compact 
set 
domf = ((5, X) / s E D(t)} C B x X. (3.5) 
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We demonstrate, in a moment, that 
(i) D is lower semicontinuous, and for all 5 E E one has 
0 # int D(S) = {x E int X lfi(.$, z) < 0 for i = l,..., m}; 
(ii) essential strict feasibility of (P) implies the existence of 
(34 
2’ E JV and E’ > 0 such that a’([) + E’B C D(.$) almost surely. 
Then, in view of the remarks already made, all the assumptions of [8, Theorem 
2, Corollary to Theorem I] will be fulfilled; these results assert in terms off 
and D the desired relation (3.1) and the fact that there exists some 9’ EM, 
and 6” > 0 such that Z”(t) + E”B C D(t) for all 5 E E. The latter implies by 
(i) and the continuity of the functionsfi that (P ) c is strictly feasible. The remain- 
ing assertions of Proposition 1 are just details furnished by the actual proof of 
[8, Theorem 23 and by [8, Proposition 71. 
We shall verify (ii) first. Let f E .N satisfy (2.7) almost surely, as in our 
assumption of essential strict feasibility. Choose a point a E int X (as is possible 
by assumption (c)); let 6 > 0 be such that a + 6B C X. Assumptions (b) and (d) 
guarantee the existence of 01 E R such that 
f&t, 4 < 01 fc 
For a yet undetermined X E (0, 
Z’(f) = (1 - /\) P(E) + ha. From 
hSBCX and 
fig, WN < -0 - 
all [ES and i = I,..., tn. 
), let 4’ E .N be the function defined by 
convexity we have almost surely Z’(t) + 
A) E + ha for i = I,..., nz. (3.7) 
Take h sufficiently small that -(l - X) E + hoi < 0. The functions fi are uni- 
formly continuous on the compact set 9 x X, so there exists C’ E (0, ha) such 
that for each f for which (3.7) holds and each x in a’([) + LB we have 
fi([, x) < 0, as well as x E X. Then f’ has the property described in (ii). 
To establish (i), we again make use of 2 and E satisfying the essential strict 
feasibility assumption, the property (2.7) holding for all f in a certain subset S 
of E with o(S) = 1. Let 
A = ((6, x) E E X X 1 fi([, x) < --E for i = I,..., m}. 
The image of A under the projection (5, x) ’ + [ Includes S and hence is dense 
in 3, - ’ since d 1s , by assumption (b), the support of o. But A is compact by the 
compactness of E and X and the continuity of fi . Therefore, the projection of 
A is all of 9; in other words, the set 
(x E X / fi(s, x) < --c for i = I,..., m> 
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is nonempty for every 5 E b. Convexity then yields (3.7) (apply [21, Theorem 
7.41 to the function f’(x) = maxy!&(f, X) if x E X, ft(x) = + 00 if x $ X). 
It follows next from (3.7) and the continuity of fi that the set 
((5, x) E B x R” ( x E int D(t)} 
is open relative to E x Rn. Since D(f) is convex, this implies D is lower semi- 
continuous [22, Lemma 2, p. 4581. The proof of Proposition 1 is now complete. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assumptions (a)-(e) imply min(P,) = sup(D,). 
ProojY It is evident that for x E JV one has 




inf(P,) = inf sup L(x, P), 
xev PEAR 
whereas by definition 
sup(D,) = sup inf L(x, p). 
pE.kl XE. +- 
We need to show that “min sup = sup inf” holds in this context. As seen from 
the discussion surrounding (2.5), this is equivalent to proving that 
min sup L’(x, y) = sup inf L’(x, y), 
seircc y&P1 ys4, xe.!x’z 
(3.8) 
where X, is the subset of Yn,m = Tw(E, St, o; R”) comprised of the functions 
equivalent to those in 9, fYi is the nonnegative orthant of Y,,!l = 9(S, 
9, O; R”), and 
L’(x, y) = E, jf& x(t)> +f .yd=3fi(5> x(0)( 
i=l 
(Here we use the fact that if x is equivalent to a function in JV” and satisfies 
x(t) E X almost surely, then x is equivalent to a function in %. This is true by 
[g, Proposition 71, since X is compact and CT is luminary.) Since Z9 and ?Vi are 
convex andL’(x, y) is convex in x and concave in y, we can obtain (3.8) from a 
minimax theorem of Fan [23, Theorem 21 by demonstrating, relative to the 
weak topology ZO(~~~, Znl), that Xm is compact and L’(x, y) is lower semi- 
continuous in x. 
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Fix any summable function y: 8-t R+m, y = (yi ,,.., ym), and define 4 on 
E x R” by 
#(f, 4 =fdt, x) + f ri(5)fi(t, -4 if XEX, 
i=l 
=+a if x q! x. 
Note from our assumptions (a), (c), and (d) that C$ is lower semicontinuous ‘in 
([, x) and convex in x, and of course $(e, x) is finite if and only if x E X (where 
int X # a). It follows that + is a normal convex integrand [24, Lemma 21. 
Moreover, there exists by (b), (c), (d), and the summability of y a summable 
function CL: 8 --f R, such that 
I C(59 41 d 447 when #t, x) < +CO. 
The integral functional 
L44 = Gw, 43)) for x E grim 
(which gives L’(x, y) if x E Mm) is therefore well defined with values in 
R u {+co}, and it is bounded above by Ee{u(~)} on 
dom I4 = {x E LET,,” 1 Id(x) < +a} 
= {x E Znm / x(f) E X almost surely}. 
(3.9) 
Since int X # ia, we know from this and [24, Theorem 21, [22, Theorem 21, 
that I6 is the conjugate of a certain integral functional on 2%’ (namely, I,,), and 
hence, in particular, I+ is lower semicontinuous relative to w(,Epm, Znl). (Thus 
L’(x, y) is w(Tnm, 5?!‘)-1 ower semicontinuous as a function of x E%^, .) The 
set (3.9), which can also be expressed as the level set 
lx E -%lm I I&) G Q4w~ 
is not only w(,Lpn”, &l)-closed but bounded (since X is bounded), and therefore 
it is w(Zfia, Zml)-compact. We have 
Za =JL”,ndomI,, 
and inasmuch as ME is w(,Lpn”, &l)-closed as a subspace of A$“, we can conclude 
from this that gm is w(Znm, Znl)-compact, as required. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assumptions (a), (b), (c), (d), and the strict feasibility of 
(PC) imply that 
inf(P,) = inf sup L(x, p) = max inf L(x, p). 
scArc pu2 pdl xeNU^, 
(3.10) 
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Proof. This is a straightforward result of duality theory in the traditional 
vein. It corresponds to representing the constraintsfi(t, x(t)) < 0 by ---F(x) E K, 
where F is the mapping from 
~~={xEJ1Tcjx(S)EXforall~E~} (3.11) 
to the Banach space %:n = G!?(E, R”) (continuous functions) defined by 
F(x) = (fd., x(+)h-.,fnd.> x(.)N, 
and K is the nonnegative orthant of Vm . The dual space of %‘,,, can be identified 
with &‘, and L is then the ordinary Lagrangian associated with minimizing the 
functional (I .2) over ZC subject to -F(x) E K. Strict feasibility of (PC) means the 
existence of 5 EX~ such that -F(2) E int K, and hence, it ensures the existence 
of a multiplier vector for the problem, i.e., the validity of (3.10). 
PROPOSITION 4. Under assumptions (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), one has 
Proof. Assume first that p E 9, and let 6 be a regular Bore1 probability 
measure on 6 with respect to which p and o are absolutely continuous. (The 
support of 0 is then 9.) Setting ri = dpJd@ 2 0, where pi is the ith component 
of p, we get the representation 
where 
Lb P) = j f(S, x(S)) e(dO for x E Jr/‘, , 
3 
f(L 4 =fdt, 4 + f d5)fi(5, -4 if x E x, 
i=l 
=+co if x$X. 
The same result invoked in the proof of Proposition 1, namely, [S, Theorem 21, 
when applied to this f asserts (3.12). Its hypothesis is satisfied almost trivially, 
since the effective domain {x 1 f([, x) < +co} = X is independent of f (with 
nonempty interior), and f(e, x) is summable with respect to t E 8 for each 
x E x. 
For p 4 9, both sides in (3.12) are trivially infinite and equal, provided it is 
true that whenever X # @ then EC # 0 (where XC is defined by (3.11)). The 
latter fact can again be obtained from [8, Theorem 21: Take 0 as above, but 
merely letf([, x) = 0 for x E X andf([, x) = $-CC for x 4 X. 
Proof of Theorem 1. This is simply a matter of putting together the conclu- 
sions of the four propositions. Let p denote an element of J& for which the 
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maximum in Proposition 3 is attained. Then p is actually an optimal solution to 
(D) by Proposition 4, and hence, 
inf(P,) = max(D). 
At the same time we have 
inf(P,) = min(P) = min(P,) = sup(D,) 
by Propositions 1 and 2, so (2.8) is valid and the theorem is proved. 
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